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Olga Martin-Ortega, Reader in Public International Law at the
University of Greenwich, who told us that students, women and
migrants, suffer most in global electronics supply chains.
In between, our suppliers staged a great exhibition and delegates
were keen to get involved in our highly informative array of
best practice workshops led, among others, by Achilles’ Debbie
Metcalfe on the new EU rules, Procurious‘ Tania Seary on using
social media in procurement, Ed Husband from Veale Wasbrough
Vizards on dealing with insolvency, Tim Knee-Robinson on the
NEC3 form of contract and LUPC member London South Bank
University‘s Penny Green on procurement strategy. Hazel Holder‘s
influencing skills masterclass proved hugely popular. The voice and
communication coach from LUPC member Royal Central School
of Speech and Drama scored a major hit with her session to the
delight of delegates.
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LUPC team relaxes after the conference with pianist Toby Nelms.

CONTACT DETAILS
Andy Davies Director
Tel: 020 7307 2767
Email: a.davies@lupc.ac.uk

Suzanne Stokes Senior Contracts Manager
Tel: 020 7307 2772
Email: s.stokes@lupc.ac.uk

General consortium direction and management.

Sustainable waste management; estates maintenance;
legal services; temporary staff; occupational health.

Dana Dzubas Marketing Manager
Tel: 020 7307 2769
Email: d.dzubas@lupc.ac.uk

Joyce Kadri Contracts Officer
Tel: 020 7307 2763
Email: j.kadri@lupc.ac.uk

Membership; marketing agreements and services;
training; events; LUPC website; contacts database;
publications.

Thanks for another successful
conference and exhibition
We were delighted to see so many of our friends join us before
the Easter break when LUPC Chair, Dr Andrew Young, welcomed
our members, suppliers, speakers and guests to another
successful conference at Senate House, University of London.
Feedback on the conference line-up was particularly good
this year. Morning keynote speaker Nicola Dandridge, CEO of
Universities UK gave us her own pre-election insights into the
importance of the Diamond review of efficiency and effectiveness
in higher education. She was ably followed in the afternoon by

And once again our special day was rounded off with a lecture and
reception generously sponsored by law firm Veale Wasbrough
Vizards and featuring Rob Forkan‘s moving story of the rise of
Gandy’s Flip-Flops. To reminisce, see our conference album on
pages 18-19.
I’d like to thank all our speakers and exhibitors for making our
conference a very fitting hors d’oeuvres to the main event in
Canterbury in September: COUP2015!
Andy Davies
April 2015

Fire extinguishers/fire-fighting products; portable
appliance testing; signs and signage; ICT furniture; hand
dryers; cash and valuables in transit; childcare vouchers;
salary sacrifice; advertising.

Specialists in Occupational Health
Darran Whatley Senior Contracts Manager
Tel: 020 7307 2764
Email: d.whatley@lupc.ac.uk
Laboratory consumables; laboratory equipment; audio
visual; photocopying; paper; office supplies; furniture;
energy; car hire; hotels; travel; debt collection; airline
route deals; solar panels.

Harry Singh Saurai Procurement Analyst
Tel: 020 7307 2761
Email: h.saurai@lupc.ac.uk

Computing; computing hardware (UCISA); insurance;
white goods; telecommunications; postal and mail
services; electronics; national IUPC gases;
national printers.

Collection, analysis and reporting of Member and
supplier data.

Library books, serials and periodicals; cleaning
and security.
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Keeping your workforce healthy
LUPC framework supplier

Conference
On University
Purchasing (COUP)

Accounts, general enquiries and administration.
Membership enquiries and support.

Mike Kilner Senior Contracts Manager
Tel: 020 7307 2768
Email: m.kilner@lupc.ac.uk

Jacquie Devonshire Senior Contracts Manager
Tel: 020 7307 2770
Email: j.devonshire@lupc.ac.uk
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Vanessa Gray Administrator and
Membership Officer
Tel: 020 7307 2765
Email: admin@lupc.ac.uk

Contact us now for a no-obligation
discussion about your OH needs
T: 01483 686 690
F: 01483 686 691
E: info@rcohs.com

8 - 10 September
University of Kent

www.rcohs.com

www.coup.ac.uk

Main Office LUPC Tel: 020 7307 2760
Email: enquiries@lupc.ac.uk
LUPC, Shropshire House, 179 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1T 7NZ
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NEWS

NEWS

You ask, we deliver

A lesson in green innovation
Rexel awards champion efficiency in education

At this year’s conference we asked
you to share your ideas and your
heart’s desires (procurement-wise)
on our graffiti wall. You said:

You want IT

We’re on it

 Minor works framework

 It’s in the pipeline as part of our new estates maintenance and
minor works framework. It’ll be ready in September.

 Waste framework

 We’ve got one. See Sustainable Waste Management Services
EFM5017LU.

 Estates professional services framework

 Crown Commercial Service is launching one in December.

 Help with special projects

 We’re doing consultancy. See Royal College of Music story below.

 An extra pair of hands when you’re busy

 We’ve started offering this too, placing an interim procurement
professional with Birkbeck to work a couple days a week.

 Simpler buyer’s guides

 We’re working with the other English consortia to produce one
simple buyer’s guide we’ll all use.

 Identify opportunities for institutions to share services

 Look out for an announcement later this year.

 The presentation slides from the day

 You can download them from: www.lupc.ac.uk/conference2015

LUPC pulls out all the stops for RCM

concert instrument, for solo recitals and
performances with orchestra and choir. It
will play works from the German, French
and English repertoires, both classical and
romantic.
RCM’s Amaryllis Fleming Concert Hall in 1901

LUPC is supporting the world-renowned
Royal College of Music in a project to
acquire its first new concert hall organ in
over a century – and the tenders are in.
RCM’s current organ, a gift from the thendirector and composer Sir Hubert Parry,
has reached the end of its useful life.
4

The project team, led by the college’s triple
Grammy-winning Artistic Director Stephen
Johns, will procure an instrument in a tonal
concept and specification that reflects the
organ-builder’s imagination and vision.

The college selected organ builders
to bid following a pioneering bidderselection process which evaluated several
instruments in cathedrals and concert halls
across Europe. Organs were assessed for
design and workmanship, tonal quality,
balance, touch and reliability against RCM’s
stringent requirements.

The new organ, with around 40 ‘stops’,
will serve as both a teaching and a

Also ground-breaking are the bespoke
contract terms and conditions for the

… and today
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The Rexel Renewables Awards were
born last year after Rexel UK’s clients in
the education sector told them energy
efficiency was at the top of their agendas.
A leading global electrical distribution
group deeply rooted in driving the
sustainable agenda, Rexel seized this
opportunity to recognise and reward
energy-conscious practices in educational
institutions across the country.
The inaugural awards saw several entries
seeking to showcase their dedication
to green innovation; however, it was
the University of Central Lancashire and
Longfield Academy of Sport in Darlington
that were the resounding winners.
The University of Central Lancashire has
showcased exemplary innovative thinking
through the installation of the Honeywell
Evohome system, which is projected to
reduce their energy consumption by up to
40% in its Whitedale Halls building alone.

In recognition of their efforts, both
institutions were awarded £5,000 by Rexel
to spend on these projects which are
designed to increase their energy efficient
credentials even further.
Rexel national account manager and
organiser of the Rexel Renewables Awards,
Marc Roberts, said: “Given that this is
the first year that we have held the Rexel
Renewables Awards for the education
sector, we have had an incredible response
from our customers looking to showcase
their energy saving credentials. It really
is a testament to just how committed
the education sector is in embracing
green technologies - effectively setting an
example for best practice for everyone
when it comes to energy efficiency.

New agreements
Audio Visual Products and Services
Start date: 2/2/2015
End date: 31/01/2017

“While all of the applications were strong,
the judges were all in agreement that the
two winners stood out in terms of their
clever use of innovation and the ensuing
reduced carbon usage and energy cost.
We’d like to wish them both a very well
deserved congratulations.”

IRLA Chemicals General Purpose
Start date: 1/2/2015
End date: 31/01/2017

Applications for the next Rexel Renewables
Awards are open. For more information,
please contact: Jamie.Whittam@rexel.co.uk

Sports, Fitness and Gym Equipment
Start date: 13 April 2015
End date: 12 April 2017

After careful consideration, the panel
of judges decided that both institutions
had taken impressive innovative steps
in their dedication to energy efficiency,
and provided a great model for other
organisations to follow.

For more information on Rexel, visit:
www.rexel.co.uk

For full details of all agreements, visit
www.unibuy.com

organ build, commissioned from LUPC
by the college. Where builders have
traditionally traded only on their own
terms, RCM’s conditions balance risk more
equitably between builder and client,
with the aim of building and maintaining
a concert hall instrument for the rest of
this century and beyond. LUPC will also
support tender evaluation, negotiation,
contract award and management of the
builder relationship.

longer just about competitive framework
agreements for goods and services,
important though they are. We look
forward to helping RCM deliver a topquality instrument, a lasting legacy that
meets its long-term commercial as well as
artistic goals.

The project demonstrates LUPC’s
proficiency in supporting its members’
procurement and commercial projects
in a consultancy capacity. We are no

To find out how LUPC’s expert procurement
consultancy service could support your
project, contact Andy Davies, on 020 7307
2767 or a.davies@lupc.ac.uk.

Longfield Academy of Sport in Darlington
has matched this level of innovation with
an application that used Pavegen flooring
technology, which converts waste kinetic
energy from footsteps into renewable
electricity.

Portable Appliance and Fixed Wire
Testing
Start date: 01/04/2015
End date: 31/03/2018

NEW MEMBERS
• Royal College of Anaesthetists
• Royal College of GPs

After ten weeks of ‘voicing’, handover of
the new instrument is anticipated in the
autumn of 2017.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Membership subscriptions are due
1 August.
If you’re in charge of raising a
purchase order for your organisation’s
membership subscription, we’ll be
writing to you in early July to advise you
of your subscription rate for 2015/16.
Conference on University Purchasing
(COUP)
8 -10 September
University of Kent
Register at: www.coup.ac.uk
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Commodity Updates

Commodity Updates
ESTATES
Cleaning & Security Services

Royal Veterinary College has awarded a security contract to VSG.
Cleaning and Security review meetings have been held with ISS, and
CIS, and Ocean’s review meeting is scheduled for 23 April. Meetings
are to be arranged with TSS and VSG.

Estates Maintenance

Our re-tender of this framework agreement is under way for start date
of 1 September 2015. We’re overhauling our lotting strategy this time.
One of the major changes here will be minor works lots specifically
for works projects. The NEC3 Term Service Contract and Specification
meeting was held with sub-group of tender working party on 12
December. The OJEU Contract Notice/PQQ was issued 16 February
2015 - PQQs are currently being evaluated. Tenders are due to be
invited on 6 May.

Sustainable Waste Management Services

Essentia has been removed from the sustainable waste management
framework owing to some difficulties with fulfilment and issues with
pricing. To our knowledge, no contracts have been awarded to Essentia
through this framework. SOAS and Goldsmiths have both awarded
contracts to SITA under Lot 4, start date 1 April 2015.

Audio Visual Products and Services

A new agreement commenced on 2 February. A launch event will take
place on 22 April at Woburn House, Tavistock Square, London WC1:
http://www.lupc.ac.uk/events.html

Electronics

Having been asked to provide third party compatible pricing against
a series of frequently purchased notebook batteries, the submission
from Allbatteries was assessed, agreed upon and subsequently posted
against the current routes to market on uniBuy and the NDNA site.
Allbatteries has now been additionally asked to provide pricing against
a series of frequently purchased Apple notebook batteries and will be
imminently assessed following the successful completion of the above.
Additional LUPC technical representation remains an objective. Please
email m.kilner@lupc.ac.uk if you can help.

Sport Equipment, Gym & Fitness Equipment

Providing the standstill period passes without challenge, an award will
be made to two suppliers on Lot 1 (Sports equipment and clothing
including non-commercial fitness equipment) and five suppliers on Lot
2 (Commercial fitness & gym equipment). CPC is anticipating that they
will commence the framework on 13 April 2015.

The results of the survey taken in late 2014 have been posted to the
NDNA site at: http://ndna.procureweb.ac.uk/desktop/agreementinformation/questionnaires.aspx.
A number of free licences of performance benchmarking tool PC
Mark 8 are available for institutions conducting mini-competitions.
For further details including contact information, see: http://ndna.
procureweb.ac.uk/desktop/agreement-information/benchmarkingtools.aspx.
The alignment and integration between XMA and Viglen has concluded
and XMA have now been added as a Hewlett Packard partner reseller
for Lot 3. The NDNA formally novated from Viglen to XMA on 1 April
2015.

National Education Printer Agreement (NEPA)

Pull-printing specialist Safecom is holding a user group meeting at
Manchester Metropolitan University on 16 April 2015 and a copy of
the invite has been circulated to the CCG.

PCs with Apple Operating Systems

The most recent meeting of the Universities Apple Computer Group
(UACG) was held at Apple on 11 March, which included a group-only
closed session to discuss the strategy for the next tender. Minutes and
actions arising will be circulated to the LUPC CCG as soon as prepared.
The tender is expected to be issued under the open procedure in early
May 2015 with an award decision to be made towards the end of
August. The survey undertaken in early 2015 as a prelude to the closed
meeting received 60 responses. A copy of the results can be found
at: http://appleagreement.procureweb.ac.uk/agreement-details/
questionnaire.aspx.

Data Centre Management Equipment

The framework PQQ stage is currently close to the end of the
evaluation period. The anticipated award date is 7 August 2015.

Shared Datacentre

Janet/JISC, working closely with a set of anchor tenants, has set up a
single supplier framework agreement for the detailed design, supply,
installation, configuration, commissioning and maintenance of a colocation datacentre facility with power, cooling and shared facilities
including security. The framework agreement enables the long-term
utilisation of the datacentre environment for a range of activities
including:

ICT

• High performance computing (HPC) systems with high power
requirements but moderate availability requirements.
• Administration, teaching and learning systems with moderate power
requirements but high availability requirements.
• Other research-led systems that may have a requirement for higher
levels of data confidentiality and who operate in an NHS/higher
education secure research zone.

National Desktop and Notebook Agreement (NDNA)

National Server & Storage Agreement (NSSA)

Portable Appliance Testing

A new agreement commenced on 1 April 2015.

The most recent round of review meetings took place between 23 and
25 March at Lancaster University. As part of the agreed maximum term
for the chair’s position (six years), the previous Vice Chairman (Nick
Cope of Loughborough University) formally assumed the role from the
contract manager. The group is discussing holding an exclusive forum
with the reseller partners as part of the next set of meetings due later
in the year.
Sales and service management information reporting up to and
including January 2015 is on the NDNA portal.
Dell’s first reseller partner (Softcat) was added to the agreement from
1 March 2015 across all three lots. Performance and take-up will be
monitored on an ongoing basis as part of the management of the
agreement. Samsung is expecting to repeat 2014’s successful tabletsfor-students programme at UEL inclusive of specially devised content
as part of their course.
The LS-15 power lead issue has been resolved by both Toshiba and HP
with all NDNA customers contacted and supplied with replacement
leads free of charge.
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The latest NSSA review meetings took place on 11 and 12 March
despite both EMC and Dot Hill having to withdraw at short notice.
Planning for the future agreement commenced with a conference call
amongst the working group, which decided to distribute a survey to
find out requirements across the sector. Early thoughts suggest the
following areas may need further consideration:
• A third ‘one-stop-shop’ lot in line with agreements such as NDNA
• The availability of software defined solutions
• Accessibility of new solutions, particularly in the storage arena
• The availability of maintenance renewals
• The availability of consultancy.
Suppliers have been asked to provide information on where they see
the market going over the next three to five years and feedback has
been received. Subject to confirmation, the group may agree upon
a six month extension until 31 March 2016 with a new agreement in
place for 1 April 2016. The NSSA novated from Viglen to XMA on
1 April 2015.

Telecommunications inc. landline and mobile (CCS)

The window for joining National Further Competition 10 (NFC10)
for mobile is about to close and interested customers should email
TechnologyAggregation@ccs.gsi.gov.uk and be ready to move quickly
thereafter.

INSURANCE
University colleagues involved day-to-day with insurance now have
access to a forum for all questions and related matters. This is
available through the BUFDG portal on a trial basis and appears to be
progressing well.
The most recent event was a LUPC risk and insurance seminar held
at AJG’s premises in London on 4 March. This was well attended and
included presentations on USA medical expenses, professional lines
cover, emerging trends in professional lines claims as well as discussion
on renewal planning and the impact of the insurance bill.
It has been proposed that a claims-handling workshop will be put
together in the future for members. At the discretion of the IG
member, joint renewal meetings offering two or more of AIG, ZM and
RSA are being organised for each institution during March and April.
The forecasted claims versus premium loss ratios for 2014/5 remain
well in line with expectations and in the case of RSA, may result in a
small decrease in premium as part of the 2015/6 renewal negotiations.
The Northern Universities Insurance Group (NUIG) are organising
the National Conference for Insurance Managers in Higher Education
taking place in Leeds on 4 and 5 June 2015. Details have been
circulated to LUPC IG members.

LIBRARY
Books

The last LUPC Library Commodity Group (LCG) meeting was held on
27 February 2015 at Kingston University. An e-books suppliers’
morning was held on 3 March at UCL Institute of Education, where
all the e-book suppliers were given a 20 minute slot to introduce
themselves to members.

Serials

It is expected that a report to the Swets creditors’ committee will be
issued by June 2015, perhaps earlier.
A review meeting was held with LM on 16 March and with Ebsco
on 23 March. Members have generally been very pleased with the
service they have received from these suppliers especially under the
circumstances. LUPC have advised the suppliers that they wish to
extend the agreement for the final year to 30th April 2016.

OFFICE
Office Supplies & Computer Consumables

NWPCSS met in March to finalise pre-qualification of bidders invited to
tender for the new framework agreement. An invitation to tender was
issued in March with returns due back on 5 May. An award meeting is
scheduled to be held on 2 June in London at LUPC’s offices.

Postal Services

Rachel Lunn (NEUPC) has taken over the running of the agreement
including the new tender process. The tender is now live in line with a
view to awarding a contract in late-May.

On the subject of conferences, one free place remains for the AIRMIC
conference being held in Liverpool, 15-17 June. If you want to claim
the last place, contact: m.kilner@lupc.ac.uk.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

LABORATORY

Supplier review meetings were held in January 2015 with Eversheds,
Mills & Reeve, Muckle, Martineau and VWV. The British Council has
awarded a contract to Mills & Reeve, while the Royal College of Art has
awarded a 3-year contract to Martineau commencing 1 March 2015.

Laboratory Chemicals General Purpose

A new framework agreement was awarded in late January. Details are
at http://www.lupc.ac.uk/list-of-agreements.html?AgreementId=2003

Laboratory Gases

Sales management information reporting up to and including January
2015 inclusive (Q2) is on the IUPC portal: http://iupc.procureweb.
ac.uk/management-information/general.aspx.
The last supplier review meetings were held at Cardiff University on 29
January and all minutes and supplier presentations from the meetings
have been circulated to the LUPC lab group and made available on the
IUPC site at http://iupc.procureweb.ac.uk/meetings/minutes.aspx.
The proposal to extend the applied pricing review until the end of
the agreement on 30 September 2016 was formally accepted by
Air Liquide in early February and subsequently disseminated to the
regional lab groups. This represented a singular 3% increase across a
period of more than three and a half years on cylinder gas and rentals.
The contract manager has agreed to give a presentation on the
agreement and the activities of the group at a higher education S-Lab
laboratory gases event being held on 17 April at Warwick University.

Veterinary Supplies

LUPC attended a strategy review meeting for the next framework
agreement. The scope will be extended to include equipment, systems
and apparatus.

Legal Services

Temporary staff

Keystone held a meeting on 21 January 2015 with members interested
in Lot 7, administration of a direct temping system.

Occupational Health

The framework agreement with IOM has been novated to new owner
Healthwork effective from 31 March 2015. Goldsmith’s awarded a
contract to Robens (Lot 4), with a start date of 10 April 2015. Supplier
review meetings are being set up for April and May.

Recruitment Advertising & Resourcing Services

The new agreement started on 1 January 2015. Supplier meetings will
be arranged during April to implement the agreement.

TRAVEL
Business Travel

The re-tender led by SUPC has been delayed and agreement start is rescheduled for 1 May. Many members have supported the evaluation
process. LUPC met with Cathay Pacific and Malaysia Airlines regarding
our airline route deals and will be meeting with Air China on 10 April.

Other Activities

The NWPLS met during March and agreed to change its name to
Science, Technology, Engineering and Medicine Category Group.
A formal change to the terms of reference will be drafted soon.

Implementation of LUPC’s new CRM system is well under way, with
much data migrated. Phase one of the system is scheduled to be
completed this month. Head of Membership Laura Compton started
her maternity leave in February and we welcomed Dana Dzubas who
began as our interim Marketing Manager in January.

LUPC helped judge entries for S-Labs during March.

(Continued over…)

Other Laboratory News
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Commodity Updates
The Royal College of Anaesthetists and the Royal College of General
Practitioners joined as full members on 1 March and 1 April
respectively. New consultancy assignments continue to be won,
including the purchase of the new organ for the Royal College of Music.
LUPC Spend & Savings reports were issued to members in February
and March, while our Annual Review 2013-14 was sent to members
in January. A special brochure was published for the 2015 annual
conference, which was held at Senate House on Thursday, 26 March.
The event included keynote speakers Nicola Dandridge (Universities
UK); Olga Martin-Ortega (Reader in Public International Law at
University of Greenwich); and Rob Forkan (Gandys Flip Flops). Law firm
Veale Wasbrough Vizards sponsored the evening lecture and reception
for the third year in succession.
Suppliers attended a second free supplier induction event on 28
January at SOAS and LUPC participated as a partner and exhibitor
at the Procurex South event at Olympia on 10 March. LUPC is
participating at a higher education S-Lab laboratory gases event being
held on 17 April at Warwick University.
(Correct as of 1 April 2014)
Full details of all agreements open to LUPC members are available at
www.lupc.ac.uk

Design/
It all starts with good design.
We have a team of experienced
designers who provide a professional
design & space planning service. We
work closely with our clients to analyse
their needs and requirements, and use
the latest software to help them visualise
the ideal solution.

Make/

Though we are one of the country’s largest
manufacturers and suppliers of high
quality furniture, satisfying our customers
is about more than just making furniture.

Quality built — and built to last.
We’ve been making furniture for
almost 70 years now, and understand
the importance of continuous
improvement. Built using modern
manufacturing methods and skilled
craftsmanship, we provide high
quality products — day in, day out.

It’s also about providing a complete and hasslefree service that takes the weight off their shoulders.
That’s why we offer a professional, end-to-end
solution that utilises the full range of services we
provide. We do of course also offer a huge range of
products and solutions fit for any purpose or space
— from storage to desking and seating to tables.

Deliver/

Engaging with the framework and using
our services will save you money, and bring
added value. And with no job too big or
small, we’ll be there every step of the way.

Installing without stalling.
Working together with a dedicated
project manager and a fleet of
vehicles across the UK, our delivery and
installation teams can build and install all
new furniture, ready to be used. Offering
daytime or evening deliveries, all work is
completed to the highest of standards —
and with minimal disruption.

Getting in Touch/
Godfrey Syrett are proud to be an approved LUPC
framework supplier for Framework Agreement FFE4022 SU
www.godfreysyrett.co.uk

LUPC Linked Magazine Advert_Mar2015.indd 2
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For more info, contact your Key Account Manager, Maxine Turney.
E maxine.turney@godfreysyrett.co.uk
M 07816 988 819 | T 0191 268 1010
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FEATURES

FEATURES
a standing list), but authorities need to
be clear that this is justified in each case.
Nothing in the UK regulations can usurp
EU procurement law, and there is clear
guidance and case law on the need to
advertise some types of below threshold
contracts, particularly if there is a certain
cross-border interest (i.e the opportunity
could be of interest to bidders from
outside the UK).

New procurement
rules - all change?

Other pro-SME measures are a
requirement to pay all verified invoices
to suppliers within 30 days of verification,
and annual reporting to publicise the
extent to which the organisation is
complying with this requirement. Similar
obligations should be put on any subcontractors.

David Hansom, partner and head of procurement law at leading
national law firm Veale Wasbrough Vizards LLP, looks at the key
changes in the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 for
LUPC members.
The new Public Contracts Regulations
2015 (largely) came into force on 26
February 2015, with England and Wales
as the earliest adopters of the new rules
of any EU member state. The speed with
which the rules have been implemented
following last winter’s consultation
may have caught some procurement
professionals a little off guard. So quick
off the mark is the UK (although Scotland
and Northern Ireland will follow later), the
new standard notices being prepared by
the European Commission have not yet
been finalised. There are lots of changes in
the rules, introducing new flexibilities but
also potential pitfalls for the unsuspecting
purchaser.

procurements by, broadly, a third.
Timescales can be reduced further in cases
of urgency and, for tender in a restricted
or negotiated procedure, where a Prior
Information Notice has been used. Noncentral government authorities can also
agree shorter timescales, provided all
bidders agree, for tenders in some types
of procurement, with a default minimum
of 10 days. The timescales in each case
are minimums, and authorities should still
ensure that timescales are proportionate
to the value and complexity of the
contract. Practically, very short timescales
may actually exclude SME and charity
suppliers from the market, if they need
longer to complete tender documentation.

The regulations aim to speed up and
commercialise procurement activity,
and focus on promoting the small
and medium-sized (SME) market. It is
important to note that the remedies
rules and value thresholds have not
changed and e-procurement measures
will be mandatory, but not until 2018.
There are new grounds of mandatory
and discretionary exclusion, including
non-payment of taxes and social security
and previous poor performance of a
similar contract which resulted in early
termination/similar sanctions.

One of the biggest practical changes
is a new requirement to have all
“procurement documentation”, which is
defined broadly and captures descriptive
documents, terms and conditions and
invitations to tender, to be ready and
freely electronically available from the
date of the OJEU contract notice or
Contracts Finder advertisement. This
means an end to using the window
between advert and PQQ deadline to write
the tender documents, and there are only
limited exemptions to this rule which is in
force now.

Other main changes include reductions
in timescales for fully regulated

Another major change (driven by the
Lord Young review) is a new set of rules
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for below threshold procurement. With
the aim of opening up opportunities,
particularly to SMEs, all “advertised”
contracts with a value of £25k or
over (excluding VAT) for non-central
government authorities should be
advertised via Contracts Finder, alongside
any other local portals. A pre-qualification
stage should now not be used in below
threshold spend of £25k or more,
up to the EU thresholds. There are
requirements in the rules about the type
of information that should be included in
the advertisement, and a contract award
notification is also needed at the end of
the process.

“Authorities will want
to update internal
purchasing rules and
run training for buyers
on the impact of the
new rules.”
This is not a new requirement to advertise
all below threshold spend, as the rules,
and guidance, confirm. There may well be
circumstances where it is lawful to award
a contract without an advertisement (e.g
if calling off from a framework or using

Overall, the regulations do introduce a
lot of change and, practically, authorities
will want to update their standard
documentation, internal purchasing
rules and run training for buyers on
the impact of the new rules. For the
first time too, much of the new Cabinet
Office procurement guidance will have
statutory effect. The strong remedies for
unhappy bidders are unchanged, and so

non-compliance with the regulations can
create significant risk to the organisation
and its purchasing activity.
Veale Wasbrough Vizards LLP is number one ranked on the LUPC legal services
framework. For more information or advice on this or any other procurement law
issues please contact David Hansom via dhansom@vwv.co.uk or your usual contact
at VWV.

Expert legal advice
Ranked number one on the LUPC 2014 Legal Services
Framework, Veale Wasbrough Vizards has a national
reputation for experience and expertise on legal issues
spanning the education spectrum including universities,
colleges and national charities.
We can advise your university on all areas of education law.
These include:
• HR and employment
• good governance
• constitutional issues
• student issues including
appeals, academic
misconduct and the OIA
• estates issues
• capital funding
• intellectual property law

• spin-outs as well as
commercial contracts
and joint ventures
• consortium
arrangements
(including international
agreements)
• procurement processes
including EU regulations.
capital funding estates
issues

• licensing
To arrange a free no obligation discussion of your
legal issues, please contact:
David Hansom
dhansom@vwv.co.uk
T 020 7665 0808

Bettina Rigg
brigg@vwv.co.uk
T 020 7665 0906
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Electronics with heart
Olga Martin-Ortega and Opi Outhwaite, academics at the University
of Greenwich, explain why socially responsible procurement of
electronic goods matters.
Dr. Olga Martin-Ortega is Reader
in Public International Law
and leads the Business Human
Rights and the Environment
(BHRE) research group at the
University of Greenwich (www.
gre.ac.uk/bhre). She is a trustee
of Electronics Watch as well as a
member of its advisory group.
International business in the globalised
world can see the products of a large
corporate brand produced in many stages,
involving several tiers of manufacture
and assembly across a range of countries
and jurisdictions, with most of them
far removed from the end user of the
product. One of the main challenges of
our time is managing global supply chains
to ensure labour conditions respect the
human rights of their workforce.
The electronics industry provides an
important example of a sector which relies
on these supply chains and it therefore
also exemplifies the problems that have
been identified - and opportunities
to overcome them. Media attention including high profile incidents in 2010
in which several employees committed
suicide, allegedly due to the harsh working
conditions to which they were exposed has shined a light on the exploitative and
unsafe conditions in which many of the
workers of this industry are employed.
Several investigations into conditions in
the electronics supply chain have revealed
extremely low wages, excessive working
hours, forced overtime, discrimination,
punitive rules, and high-risk or unsafe
working conditions, including a lack
of safety precautions for the use of
hazardous substances.
The industry is also characterised by
an increasing use of temporary agency
workers to respond to seasonal peaks

in demand or when new products are
launched. Temporary workers tend to be
students and migrant workers, who are
more vulnerable to discrimination and
reduced legal protection.
The global supply chain structure makes
it difficult to require or verify standards
throughout the supply chain since the
lead firm is typically not in a contractual
relationship with the employees of its
suppliers (or with subcontractors along the
chain), and nor in turn do those suppliers
assume responsibilities for the employees
in relation to their own subcontractors.

“How can contract
performance clauses
be used to contribute
to the promotion
of better working
conditions? ”
Public procurement potentially has a
significant role to play in addressing this
complex problem through the development
of responsible purchasing mechanisms. As
one of the largest purchasers of electronic
goods, the public sector has significant
buying power. In the UK alone the public
sector spent around £13.8 billion on
information and communication technology
(ICT) products and services and around £2.1
billion on ICT hardware.1

Dr. Opi Outhwaite is Senior
Lecturer in Law at the University
of Greenwich. She is a member
of the BHRE research group as
well as the advisory group of
Electronics Watch.

The recently revised EU rules, set out
in Directive 2014/24/EU, although still
restrictive, allow social considerations
(including human rights and labour
considerations) to be incorporated into
public procurement contracts in some
circumstances. As with the old regime,
the opportunities to incorporate social
considerations into the procurement
process are concentrated in the contract
performance phase and therefore in
defining appropriate contract performance
conditions.
The question is then, how can contract
performance clauses be used to contribute
to the promotion of better working
conditions? In our work, we explore two
possible avenues:
(i) incorporating terms into contracts which
can be replicated into contracts with
the next tier, so that the contract terms
cascade through the supply chain, and
(ii) incorporating a due diligence approach
into contract performance which places
emphasis on the role of the contracting
supplier. We suggest that the due
diligence approach is favourable for a
number of practical reasons as well as
reflecting the emerging approach in
international business and human
rights law.
The due diligence requirements established
as part of the contract performance

1 Office of Fair Trading: Supply of Information and Communications Technology to the Public Sector. An OFT Market Study (OFT, March 2014 ),
available at http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140402142426/http:/www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/market-studies/OFT1533.pdf (last
accessed 1/03/2015)

conditions could, we suggest, require
that the contracting supplier take the
necessary steps to identify its own supply
chain; monitor it and adopt the necessary
measures to avoid abusive working
relationships and practices inconsistent
with agreed rights and labour conditions,
including through:
• Independent auditing
• reporting on the measures taken and
• potentially engaging in remediation
when conditions have been violated.
The approach clearly imposes a substantial
duty on the contracting supplier but
potentially provides a more flexible model,
rather than depending on ‘all or nothing’
compliance.
For the public buyer it potentially
addresses some of the difficulties arising
from the chain of contracts and lack
of direct legal relations between the
various parties along the chain, whilst still
providing a means to require that agreed
conditions and rights are respected.
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Regarding the electronics industry
specifically, the new organisation
Electronics Watch undertakes this
role, providing public sector affiliates
with support in developing socially
responsible public procurement policies
and undertaking supply chain monitoring.
Organisations like this can help with
identifying standards, monitoring and
reporting and establishing programmes
of reform, with the public buyer able to
choose how far to get involved.

to leverage that influence. But with power
comes responsibility. The responsibility
to stop contributing, indirectly and
unwillingly, to human rights violations in
our everyday work and to take positive
steps to be part of the solution.
This article is based on the BHRE
policy paper by Olga Martin-Ortega
and Opi Outhwaite (2015) ‘Promoting
responsible electronics supply chains
through public procurement’, published
in January 2015.
Read the full report at: http://www2.
gre.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/
0009/1035918/BHRE-Policy-PaperPromoting-Responsible-ElectronicsSupply-Chain-2.pdf
To learn more about Electronics
Watch visit their website at: http://
electronicswatch.org/en/

Electronics brands increasingly recognise
the significance of the public sector for
their business model. Their buying power
places public bodies in a unique position

Partners For People GROUP

GROUP

Experts in IT recruitment, Certes provides over 30 years of specialist knowledge,
extensive IT and technical skill acquisition, and of course recruitment
best practice. Ensuring you secure the right people for the job
who will deliver the results you need.

IT SKILLS COVERAGE
Skills and roles Certes has placed with LUPC Clients:
Audio Visual Technicians
Business Analysis
Desktop Support
Developers

Development Operations
Infrastructure Support
Project Manager
Service Desk Analysts

Benefits of using Certes under the LUPC framework agreement
Cost Reduction
Guaranteed Compliance
Dedicated Account Manager
Onsite Recruitment service
Certes Group, 5, The Courtyard, Roman Way, Coleshill, Birmingham, B46 1HQ
T: +44 (0) 1675 468968, E: enquiries@certes.co.uk, W: www.certes.co.uk
259XX Certes LUPC 144x192 ad AW.indd 1
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Developing public procurement in this
way is not without challenges. Public
buyers will need to determine and define
specifically which standards to request
compliance with and how the monitoring
will be undertaken (and by whom). For
this, public authorities would likely need
to rely on organisations that have the
necessary capacity and knowledge for
these activities.

10/03/2015 12:01
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How strategic energy buying
can cut your bills
Richard Murphy speaks with Linked to share his top tips
for striking the best energy deals in a context of volatile
commodity prices, political uncertainty in key gas-producing
nations and belt-tightening across the public sector.
Q. Where is the energy market going?

Q. What can we do to mitigate this?

A. Even though commodity prices have
been falling recently, they’re making up
a smaller proportion of the bill. That’s
because energy market reform has
introduced levies to support decarbonising
the sector.

A. Quite a lot, actually. I recommend:

A typical bill split is 55 percent commodity
cost (the energy itself) and 45 percent
distribution, transmission and levies – all
regulated charges.
By 2020, the split will be 30/70. This
means that if members consume energy
in 2020 as they did in 2013, their bills will
double. Even our own domestic bills will
rise significantly because of this change,
something the politicians are not saying
just now.
On the fixed term contract market,
while for some we’re seeing commodity
prices falling by 15-18 percent, the
delivered prices offered through our
mini-competitions via our framework
have either fallen by much less, or in
some cases increased because of the noncommodity portion and the introduction
of the new levies.
It might be realistic for commodity prices
to fall when there are no immediate
pressures on demand, but it only takes the
Ukraine to fall out with Russia (again), or
a significant pickup in China to reverse the
decline in price. Prices are already starting
to recover, so a doubling in price by 2020
may be a best case scenario.
14

Not looking for budget certainty at
any price
A genuinely fixed price comes at a
premium and with the new levies being
unpredictable even to suppliers, the
premiums to fix these elements of the
bill are rising. So look at flexible contracts
instead, or at very least accept the noncommodity element of your contract price
on a pass-through basis, avoiding the need
for premiums. It’s not great for budgeting,
but it does mean a lower cost. Flexible
contracts go further in allowing you to
better manage the commodity (energy)
element, while also accepting passthrough on the rest of the bill.
Improve efficiency to use less energy
We’re piloting energy performance
contracts (EPC), where framework
suppliers design an energy efficiency
scheme, LED lighting, for instance, and
having delivered it, will guarantee energy
efficiency and the resulting savings for
the lifetime of the scheme - sometimes
up to 15 years. Funding can be made
available to cover the capital cost too.
An EPC works best in conjunction with a
flexible contracting strategy because in a
fixed contract, you’ll be penalised for the
resulting reductions in energy usage.
Self-generating is an increasingly popular
option, as it allows you to reduce usage
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during increasingly expensive “peak
hours”, although trickier to do in London
as there are 2 peak periods during the
winter. The Francis Crick Institute will,
however, generate a significant amount of
their own power and heat requirements
through combined heat and power plants
in their new buildings.
There are also options for selling on any
excess electricity or heat to the other
users connected to a wider network in and
around Camden.
Another idea is to power-share or buy
locally, something which is particularly
prevalent in London. Arrangements such
as the one at Kings College London benefit
by receiving power at times of peak
demand from their neighbours, Guys and
St Thomas’ hospital. As this is supplied
“over the wall” it does not incur expensive
transmission and distribution charges.
Mix up your strategy
Create a short, medium and long-term
(up to 15 years) strategy. This will include
buying energy via a flexible framework,
perhaps even on a day-ahead basis, up to
three years in advance and directly from
generators, where this electricity can be
“sleeved” into the supplier’s bill through a
carefully constructed framework.
The HE sector is proving to be an attractive
option for new small-scale renewable
generators because they are long-term
customers with good credit and stable
demand.

Q. We’ve established that buying flexibly
yields better prices, but how can people
make sure they get the best possible
deal?
A. It’s a complex market with many
brokers and providers offering to manage
the process. It is important to remember
that private sector brokers operate for
profit, not your best interest. They’ll
argue, amongst other things, that their
traders are better because they’ve access
to exclusive deals. There are no such deals.

“TEC’s flexible contracts
are running £16 million
below the maximum target
cost set for members on
the framework.”
Buying into the best strategy, rather than
best price today, will enable you to best
manage your risk. Greater risk yields less
year-to-year volatility of energy costs. An
aggregated flexible approach to energy
buying allows you to purchase as part of
a large portfolio and gives you the tools
you need to manage the trading and the
non-commodity part of your bill, without
adding subsidies.
For example, in moving from a traditional
fixed-price approach to a flexible strategy
with TEC, a member saw significant
reductions just through the benefits
of aggregation and the removal of the
premiums added to fixed prices. Budget is
protected using a maximum target cost,
and the commodity price will not exceed
this. But the intention and reality is that
it will be lower. Nationally, TEC’s flexible
contracts are running £16 million below
the maximum target cost set for members
on the framework.
Q. Why should members choose TEC to
handle their energy buying?
A. Aggregation – there’s a lower supplier
margin on flexible frameworks than
when contracting directly as an individual
buyer. We know this because suppliers
give us average margins and we compare
them with those set on our frameworks.
Better prices are achieved if you “visit the
market” more often too, so we can break
down buying into smaller pieces, rather
than setting the whole price on a single
day.
Our managed service is a complete endto-end approach. We gather data and
evidence spend to allow members to
measure their energy cost and usage. We

also maintain our benefits methodology to
ensure that we provide the clear financial
benefits of using TEC.
We also manage supplier performance and
can get better service because we have
bigger boots to kick suppliers with than
individual members would have.
Q. What else does TEC offer members?
Our expertise. I’m an energy person
and my trading team has a combined
experience of 35 years. Even the data
team has become energy savvy. An
educated approach to an energy issue is
half of what is needed to fix it, and we
work to educate our members in many
aspects of energy.
Then there’s our knowledge of the HE
sector. This is important because members
have very different approaches when
buying energy, be it through procurement,
finance, or estates etc. Understanding how
members work and engaging with them
across all these areas is what differentiates
us from third party intermediaries (TPIs).
Q. What is your major challenge at the
moment and why?
A. Getting the message through that
we’re on our members’ side and not
“just another broker”. We’re a public
buying organisation, but are constantly
in competition with private sector. We’re
a contracting authority, the TPI isn’t,
and can’t be. They have no obligation to
disclose fees and therefore often don’t.
We are transparent and operating within
EU rules and they aren’t.

The reality isn’t always what people
are told. One TPI was recently sold for
£140m – nobody pays that much for an
unprofitable business. We’re not for profit,
and even find ways to return any surplus
we make to our members.
Data provided by our suppliers in
confidence does allow us to compare our
fees with those of TPIs operating in our
market. By making this comparison, we
disclosed that one university would pay a
TPI an additional £113,000 in fees (often
hidden) in one year. This puts the fees for
the service alone above EU threshold, so
why don’t public bodies use a full OJEU
procurement to select their TPI?
The TPI code of practice has been shelved
by Ofgem, which is matter of frustration
for TEC. One recent survey demonstrates
the scale of the problem: 43 percent
of business energy TPI users surveyed
thought the service they were getting was
free, while 35 percent knew there was a
charge, but didn’t know what it was. That
says to me there’s need for regulation.
Richard Murphy is managing director
of The Energy Consortium. He’s
also father to two grown daughters,
and grandfather to a six-month old
grandson, who he hopes will grow into
a Manchester City season ticket holder
like his mum and auntie!
To learn more about TEC, visit:
www.tec.ac.uk
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We’re now on the
IRLA framwork
agreement
Arco is an approved
supplier to the
London Universities
Purchasing Consortium
(LUPC)

For further information
contact: Georgina Want
Arco Limited
16 Colonial Way,
Watford, WD24 4WG
Tel: 01923 204141
e-mail: lupc@arco.co.uk
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“We’ve got 7 shop’s
in your region”
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AV Supply | Customer Training | Project Management | Control System Programming
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